
VILLAGE OF MONROE PLANNING BOARD 
WORKSHOP MEETING 

AUGUST 12, 2020 
MINUTES 

 
PRESENT:  Chairman Parise, Members Cocks, DeAngelis, Karlich, Boucher, Allen, 
Hafenecker, Engineer O’Rourke, Attorney Levinson, Building Inspector Cocks 
 
Chairman Parise opened the meeting at 7:00 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance to the 
flag.  Chairman Parise stated that in conformance with the Executive Order 202.10 from 
the Governor we are permitted to hold virtual meetings. 
 
1. Shop Rite – Amended Site Plan (203-2-5) 
 Present:  Daniel Peveraro, PE, The Lauro Group 
 
Chairman Parise noted that an amended site plan was approved last year but never 
acted on.  The applicant is back with a modified version of what was previously 
approved.  Engineer Peveraro explained that Shop Rite is no longer proposing to 
expand out the front of the building.  The rear will remain the same with the replacement 
of an existing cooler with a slightly larger one.  The front will have a minor change with 
the location of the bottle return door and some façade changes and modification of 
ramps from the pavement to the sidewalk.  Engineer O’Rourke reviewed the plans and 
noted the disturbance proposed in the rear of the building in areas already disturbed 
and paved, no variances are required and no bulk regulations are affected.  Engineer 
O’Rourke requested that due to the proximity of the proposed freezer construction to 
both sewer and gas lines that both lines be boldly noted and highlighted on the plans 
that these lines should be marked out and located prior to any construction.  The EAF 
items 8 b and c should have a “yes” response.  The proposed action is classified as 
Type 2 under SEQR as it involves non-residential expansion under 4,000 square feet.  
Due to its proximity to Route 17M, 239 referral is required.  Chairman Parise asked why 
EAF 12 (d) is checked yes as being in an archaeological area.  Engineer O’Rourke 
explained that the area comes up to pay attention to archaeological features but 
because this specific area has already  been disturbed this shouldn’t be an issue.  
Member Karlich asked if the will still be updating the façade and the sign.  Engineer 
Peveraro thought that would be covered under the building permit.  Building Inspector 
Cocks stated the planning board is also architectural review so signage and façade 
changes would be handled by the planning board prior to permitting.  Member Karlich 
asked if there was going to be shop at home.  Engineer Peveraro stated the shop at 
home feature will be inside the building and was not sure if they would be bringing 
packages out to the car.  He will check on that and let the board know.  Chairman 



Parise added that if parking spots for shop at home or pick up will be added this needs 
to be shown on the plans.  Chairman Parise added that floor plans for the new bottle 
return proposed should be shown as well.  Member Boucher asked for renderings so 
the board could see what it will look like.  Member Cocks agreed all of this information 
should be included on the site plan.   
 
2. McDonald’s – Amended Site Plan – (222-2-1.51) 
 Present:  Jerry Lagomarsine, Esq.; Alex Lomei, Bohler Engineering 
 
Attorney Lagomarsine described the project as a remodel of an existing McDonald’s 
facility with modifications to the drive thru and parking area.  Engineer O’Rourke stated 
the plans have been revised per prior comments.  A lighting plan has been provided 
showing new wall mounted fixtures around the building.  Lighting levels from existing 
pole fixtures currently exceed what would generally be permitted, however this is an 
existing condition and is not exacerbated by the proposed new fixtures.  Still Road is 
identified on the plan as a County Road.  This is incorrect and needs to be fixed.  Items 
8b and c should be marked “yes” on the EAF.  A public hearing is required for the 
special use permit.  A referral was sent to Orange County Planning for 239 review but 
no response received yet.  Chairman Parise asked about the signs which require 
variances.  Attorney Lagomarsine stated submission to the ZBA was happening this 
week.  Member Cocks reviewed the lighting plan and found it acceptable.  The board 
discussed the architectural colors and materials proposed. 
 
3. Spring Hill Apartments – Informal Discussion – (207-4-11.1 & 15) 

Present:  Kevin Brodie, Architect; Mike Abuladze, Owner; Joseph Nyitray, Brian 
Brooker, Brooker Engineering; Michael Galante, PE, Hardesty & Hanover, LLC 

 
Chairman Parise recapped that the board requested alternatives for ingress/egress on 
Spring St. and Franklin Avenue.  Three additional alternatives were submitted for 
review.  Engineer Galante discussed the three alternatives and agreed that 2 full access 
driveways could be too much, but noted that the project is a very low trip generator.  All 
three alternatives generations and volume results are the same for all alternatives.  The 
results are essentially the same, its more a matter of preference as to which one to 
choose.  Engineer Connell reviewed the alternatives for the Village and agreed that two 
full movement driveways were not necessary.  Alternatives included access only on 
Franklin and none on Spring; entrance only on Spring and exit only on Franklin; Right 
in/right out only on Spring and full movement on Franklin.  The board discussed the 
options.  Member Boucher felt there should only be entrance/exit on Franklin and 
nothing on Spring Street.  Chairman Parise noted concern with locking in the parking lot 
with only one access and felt emergency services should review the options and 
provide input.  At least an entrance off Spring should be considered as an option.  
Member Cocks stated one way in/out on Spring would be okay with full access on 
Franklin.  Members Allen and DeAngelis felt staying off Spring could be a good idea, but 



were not opposed to right in/out from Spring.  Member Hafenecker liked at least one 
way on Spring.  Member Karlich felt there should have at least an entrance from Spring.  
Attorney Levinson stated emergency access should be considered from Spring.  With 
the exception of Member Boucher, the remainder of the board felt one way in/out from 
Spring and full access on Franklin would be best.  Member Hafenecker noted the Spring 
entrance should be angled in such a way that it didn’t allow two way traffic.  Engineer 
Brooker added that signage would be added as well. 
 
4. 208 Business Center – Site Plan – (201-3-3; 201-3-4; 201-3-7) 
 Present:  Kirk Rother, PE; Ken Wersted, PE, Creighton Manning 
 
Chairman Parise reviewed the ZBA minutes and it appears the ZBA defined what use 
the project isn’t, but did not provide what the use is.  Engineer Lindsay stated only a 
preliminary plan has been submitted at this point.  The ZBA determined that this was 
not classified as a shopping center.  Unfortunately, the ZBA did not make a 
determination as to what the project is.  In discussion with the building department, if the 
grocery store is declared retail, then this will be a multi use property with retail and office 
space.  Engineer Lindsay has some issues with the site plan layout.  Certain items in 
Village Code could impact the layout of the site plan and should be considered by the 
applicant.  One item is landscaping being 10% of the lot area as well as screening on 
the sides.  Another item is that pavement setbacks should be minimum of 4’ from any lot 
line and 15’ from any ROW.  There are areas on the plan which appear to be closer to 
that, and adjusting for these items could reduce the number of parking spaces and the 
area allowed for parking.  Emergency services should also review the layout.  
Considering the reductions of site area the applicant may consider a slightly smaller 
building in order to meet zoning.  Signs, lighting, dumpsters, architectural review, 
parking were all reviewed and should be included once the applicant submits a full set 
of plans.  The references to shopping center on the plan should be removed.  Distances 
from setback line to property line is shown, but the distance from the building to the 
property line should also be shown.  The other main issue is traffic.  Engineer Wersted 
responded to Engineer Connells comments.  DOT requested a different alternative on 
208 in which the slip ramp converts to two way, but the driveway from the project to 208 
becomes right in/out and left in only.  DOT was also having concerns with having 3 
traffic signals in that triangle and was looking for alternatives for that.  Engineer Connell 
reviewed Engineer Wersted’s June response and added that there are some concerns 
with site distances with vegetation that gets in the way.  The vegetation should be 
trimmed to provide clear site distances.  DOT discussions are still ongoing so 
recommendations are being held off until the discussions are settled.  Engineer Connell 
added that there is a new project proposed across the street from this project which 
should also be incorporated into any final improvement that will be determined.  Access 



is going to have to be given to that property.  Chairman Parise asked if the applicant 
contacted the Threetel project to include in the discussions as well.  Engineer Rother 
asked with regard to the parking stalls, Village code requires 9x18 stalls and its been 
suggested that a grocery store should have a wider 10’ stall but this would have an 
implication on the parking lot, layout and parking space calculation.  Other shopping 
centers in the Village have 9 x 18 parking stalls.  Discussion was held regarding cart 
returns.  Engineer Rother stated there are no designated cart return areas.  Board 
members stated other shopping centers have cart returns.  Building Inspector Cocks 
clarified that the cart returns are taking up parking spaces in existing shopping centers.  
They are not designated cart return spots.  Member Cocks felt cart return spots is 
important.  Chairman Parise felt 9 x 18 spots are ok with designated cart returns.  
Engineer Rother requested the plan be sent to emergency services.  It would help to 
know if emergency services would require different size lanes or turns while the layout 
is being finalized.  Building Inspector Cocks agreed the plans could be sent to 
emergency services now to assist with creating the plans, and it can always be resent 
again once the plans are perfected.  Engineer Lindsay added that the turns as proposed 
are appropriate and they can maneuver within the lot.   
 
5. 85 Gilbert St. – 2 Lot Subdivision & Site Plan – (203-6-39) 
 Present:  Joel Mann; Brach & Mann 
 
Engineer O’Rourke stated easements were provided, however the description provided 
is ok except that the road itself was not included in the language.  The roads are private 
roads not to be dedicated to the Village.  The easement language needs to be modified 
to include the road itself.  Mr. Mann understands and will have the easements modified.  
Engineer O’Rourke deferred to Attorney Levinson for further review of the easements.  
Attorney Levinson will review the easement language.   
 
6. 43 Freeland St. – Amended Site Plan/Accessory Apartment – (214-1-62) 
 Present:  Larry Torro, PE, Civil Tech Engineering; Joel Mann, Brach & Mann  
 
Chairman Parise noted the site plan for this project was approved about a year ago, and 
now the applicant is proposing adding an accessory apartment.  Engineer O’Rourke 
stated the code permits 1 accessory apartment within a single family dwelling in the 
SR10 district and is subject to a special use permit.  The square footage has to be 
between 600-1000 sq. ft.  The applicant needs to identify the actual square footage, and 
also needs to identify on the plans what is being constructed at the site, what is existing, 
and what is currently proposed.  The parking calculations need to be revised to reflect 
the apartment.  The bulk table needs to be modified.  It appears the building is in the 
100ft flood plain and elevations should be provided.  Building Inspector Cocks agreed 
that elevations need to be shown and a flood permit will be required.  Architecturals and 
the internal floor plan should be provided for the board’s review.  The walkway between 



the proposed units appear disconnected and clarification should be provided.  Special 
use permit requires a public hearing and 239 referral is required.  Engineer O’Rourke 
added that according to code the house needs to appear like a single family house and 
exterior doors should be identified.  Chairman Parise added that the owner has to live 
there.  Engineer Torro will provide architecturals of the building which will show floor 
plans and square footage.  Regarding parking calculations, the individual who will be 
residing in the apartment, who is a family member of the owner, is part of the 
congregation, and asks if the parking provided be acceptable and not require adding 
another space as there isn’t any room. Member Karlich asked if the apartment can be 
an addition or does it have to be within the existing house.  Building Inspector Cocks 
clarified that an accessory apartment can be in the form of an addition, up to 800 sq. ft. 
of finished space.  Member Cocks noted there was a bridge that appeared over the 
creek and asked what the status of that was.  Mr. Mann stated the bridge has been 
removed and an engineering firm has been hired to construct the bridge the proper way, 
including an arch and proper connections at the shore, and will be permitted through the 
building department.   
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
On a motion made by Member Boucher and seconded by Member Hafenecker it was 
unanimously Resolved that there being no further business, the Meeting be 
adjourned.  The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 p.m.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


